In recent y ears long-range power-law correlations have been discovered in a remarkably wide variety of systems. Such long-range power-law correlations are a physical fact that in turn gives rise to the increasingly appreciated \fractal geometry of nature" 1{12]. So if fractals are indeed so widespread, it makes sense to anticipate that long-range power-law correlations may be similarly widespread. Indeed, recognizing the ubiquity of long-range power-law correlations can help us in our e orts to understand nature, since as soon as we n d p o wer-law c o rrelations we can quantify them with a critical exponent. Quanti cation of this kind of scaling behavior for apparently unrelated systems allows us to recognize similarities between di erent systems, leading to underlying uni cations that might otherwise have gone unnoticed.
Long-Range P ower-Law Correlations
In recent y ears long-range power-law correlations have been discovered in a remarkably wide variety of systems. Such long-range power-law correlations are a physical fact that in turn gives rise to the increasingly appreciated \fractal geometry of nature" 1{12]. So if fractals are indeed so widespread, it makes sense to anticipate that long-range power-law correlations may be similarly widespread. Indeed, recognizing the ubiquity of long-range power-law correlations can help us in our e orts to understand nature, since as soon as we n d p o wer-law c o rrelations we can quantify them with a critical exponent. Quanti cation of this kind of scaling behavior for apparently unrelated systems allows us to recognize similarities between di erent systems, leading to underlying uni cations that might otherwise have gone unnoticed.
Traditionally, i n vestigators in many elds characterize processes by assuming that correlations decay exponentially. H o wever, there is one major exception: at the critical point, the exponential decay turns into to a power law d e c a y 1 3 ] C r (1=r) d;2+ :
(1) Many systems drive themselves spontaneously toward critical points 2, 1 4 ] . One of the simplest models exhibiting such \self-organized criticality" is invasion percolation, a generic model that has recently found applicability to describing anomalous behavior of rough interfaces.
In the following sections we will attempt to summarize some recent ndings 15{35] concerning the possibility that|under suitable conditions|the sequence of base pairs or \nucleotides" in DNA also displays power-law correlations. The underlying basis of such p o wer law correlations is not understood at present, but this discovery has intriguing implications for molecular evolution 32], as well as potential practical applications for distinguishing coding and noncoding regions in long nucleotide chains 34] . It also may be related to the presence of a language in noncoding DNA 36].
DNA
The role of genomic DNA sequences in coding for protein structure is well known 37]. The human genome contains information for approximately 100,000 di erent proteins, which de ne all inheritable features of an individual. The genomic sequence is likely the most sophisticated information database created by n ature through the dynamic process of evolution. Equally remarkable is the precise transformation of information (duplication, decoding, etc) that occurs in a relatively short time interval.
The building blocks for coding this information are called nucleotides. E a c h nucleotide contains a phosphate group, a deoxyribose sugar moiety and either a purine or a pyrimidine base. T w o purines and two p yrimidines are found in DNA. The two purines are adenine (A) and guanine (G) the two p yrimidines are cytosine (C) and thymine (T). The nucleotides are linke d e n d t o e n d , b y chemical bonds from the phosphate group of one nucleotide to the deoxyribose sugar group of the adjacent n ucleotide, forming a long polymer (polynucleotide) chain. The information content is encoded in the sequential order of the bases on this chain. Therefore, as far as the information content is concerned, a DNA sequence can be most simply represented as a symbolic sequence of four letters: A, C, G and T.
In the genomes of high eukaryotic organisms only a small portion of the total genome length is used for protein coding (as low a s 3 % i n t h e h uman genome). The segments of the chromosomalDNA that are spliced out during the formation of a mature mRNA are called introns (for intervening sequences). The coding sequences are called exons (for expressive sequences).
The role of introns and intergenomic sequences constituting large portions of the genome remains unknown. Furthermore, only a few quantitative methods are currently available for analyzing information which is possibly encrypted in the noncoding part of the genome. 3 The \DNA Walk" One interesting question that may be asked by statistical physicists would be whether the sequence of the nucleotides A,C,G, and T behaves like a onedimensional \ideal gas", where the uctuations of density of certain particles obey Gaussian law, or if there exist long range correlations in nucleotide content (as in the vicinity of a critical point). These result in domains of all size with different n ucleotide concentrations. Such domains of various sizes were known for a long time but their origin and statistical properties remain unexplained. A natural language to describe heterogeneous DNA structure is long-range correlation analysis, borrowed from the theory of critical phenomena 13].
In order to study the scale-invariant long-range correlations of a DNA sequence, we r s t i n troduced a graphical representation of DNA sequences, which we t e r m a fractal landscape or DNA walk 15]. For the conventional onedimensional random walk model 38, 3 9 ], a walker moves either \up" u(i) = +1] or \down" u(i) = ;1] one unit length for each s t e p i of the walk. For the case of an uncorrelated walk, the direction of each step is independent of the previous steps. For the case of a correlated random walk, the direction of each s t e p depends on the history (\memory") of the walker 40{42].
One de nition of the DNA walk is that the walker steps \up" if a pyrimidine (C or T) occurs at position i along the DNA chain, while the walker steps \down" if a purine (A or G) occurs at position i. The question we a s k ed was whether such a w alk displays only short-range correlations (as in an n-step Markov c hain) or long-range correlations (as in critical phenomena and other scale-free \fractal" phenomena).
There have also been attempts to map DNA sequence onto multi-dimensional DNA walks 16, 4 3 ] . However, recent w ork 34] indicates that the original purinepyrimidine rule provides the most robust results, probably due to the purinepyrimidine chemical complementarity.
The DNA walk allows one to visualize directly the uctuations of the purinepyrimidine content in DNA sequences: Positive slopes correspond to high concent r a t i o n o f p yrimidines, while negative slopes correspond to high concentration of purines. Visual observation of DNA walks suggests that the coding sequences and intron-containing noncoding sequences have quite di erent landscapes.
Correlations and Fluctuations
An important statistical quantity c haracterizing any w alk 38, 3 9 ] is the root mean square uctuation F (`) about the average of the displacement of a quantity y(`) de ned by y(`) y(`0+`);y(`0). If there is no characteristic length (i.e., if the correlation were \in nite-range"), then uctuations will also be described by a p o wer law
with 6 = 1 =2. Figure 1a shows a typical example of a gene that contains a signi cant fraction of base pairs that do not code for amino acids. It is immediately apparent that the DNA walk has an extremely jagged contour which corresponds to longrange correlations.
The fact that data for intron-containing and intergenic (i.e., noncoding) sequences are linear on this double logarithmic plot con rms that F (`) ` . A least-squares t produces a straight line with slope substantially larger than the prediction for an uncorrelated walk, = 1 =2, thus providing direct experimental evidence for the presence of long-range correlations.
On the other hand, the dependence of F (`) for coding sequences is not linear on the log-log plot: its slope undergoes a crossover from 0:5 for small`to 1 for large`. H o wever, if a single patch is analyzed separately, the log-log plot of F (`) is again a straight line with the slope close to 0:5. This suggests that within a large patch the coding sequence is almost uncorrelated. 
L evy Walk Model and its Generalization
Although the correlation is long-range in the non-coding sequences, there seems to be a paradox: long uncorrelated regions of up to thousands of base-pairs can be found in such sequences as well. For example, consider the human beta-globin intergenomic sequence of length L = 7 3 326 (GenBank name: HUMHBB). This long non-coding sequence has 50% purines (no overall strand bias) and = 0 :7 (see Fig. 1 (a). However, from nucleotide #67,089 to #73,228, there occurs the LINE-1 region (de ned in Ref. 44] . In this region of length 6139 base pairs, there is a strong strand bias with 59% purines. In this non-coding sub-region, we nd power-law scaling of F , with F l , w i t h = 0 :55, quite close to that of a random walk.
Even more striking is another region of 6378 base pairs, from nucleotide #23,137 to #29,515, which has 59% pyrimidines and is uncorrelated, with remarkablygood power-law scaling and correlation exponent = 0 :49 ( Fig. 1(b) ). This region actually consists of three sub-sequences, complementary to shorter parts of the LINE-1 sequence.
Figure 2: Displacement y(`) v s n umber of steps for (a) the classical L evy walk model consisting of 6 strings of l j steps, each taken in alternating directions (b) the generalized L evy walk model consisting of 6 biased random walks of the same length with a probability o f p + that it will go up equal to (1 )=2 = 0 :2] and (c) the unbiased uncorrelated random walk. Note that the vertical scale in (b) and (c) is twice that in (a).
These features motivated us to apply a generalized L evy walk model (see Figs. 1c, 1d and 2) for the non-coding regions of DNA sequences 30]. We will show in the next section how this model can explain the long-range correlation properties, since there is no characteristic scale \built into" this generalized L evy walk. In addition, the model simultaneously accounts for the observed large subregions of non-correlated sequences within these non-coding DNA chains.
The classic L evy walk model describes a wide variety of diverse phenomena that exhibit long-range correlations 45{48]. The model is de ned schematically in Fig. 2a : A random walker takes not one but l 1 steps in a given direction. Then the walker takes l 2 steps in a new randomly-chosen direction, and so forth. The lengths l j of each string are chosen from a probability distribution, with We consider a generalization of the L evy wa l k 4 2 ] t o i n terpret recent ndings of long-range correlation in non-coding DNA sequences described above. Instead of taking l j steps in the same direction as occurs in a classic L evy walk, the walker takes each o f l j steps in random directions, with a xed bias probability
to go up and p ; = ( 1 ; j )=2 (5) to go down, where j gets the values + or ; randomly. Here 0 1 i s a bias parameter (the case = 1 reduces to the L evy walk). Fig. 2b shows such a generalized L evy walk for the same choice of l j as in Fig. 2a .
As shown in Ref. 30 ], the generalized L evy walk|like the pure L evy walk| gives rise to a landscape with a uctuation exponent that depends upon the 
i.e., non-trivial behavior of corresponds to the case 2 < < 3 where the rst moment o f P (l j ) c o n verges while the second moment diverges. The long-range correlation property f o r t h e L evy walk, in this case, is a consequence of the broad distribution of Eq. (3) that lacks of a characteristic length scale. However, for 3, the distribution of P (l j ) decays fast enough that an e ective c haracteristic length scale appears. Therefore, the resulting L evy walk behaves like a normal random walk for 3. To be precise, we de ne our generalized L-step L evy walk model as follows:
(1) Choose a random number u which is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, and de ne l j l c u ;1 where l c is some lower cuto characteristic length. The number (l j ) t h us generated will obey the distribution of Eq. given by Eqs. (4) and (5), where j takes on the value + or ; randomly and is a xed value close to 0:2 (corresponding to the percentage of purines vs. pyrimidines in real DNA sequences) Figure 5 : The probability distribution to nd a run of certain size s of purines or pyrimidines in the coarse-grained sequence calculated using coarse-grained window size equal to 32. 
Comparison with DNA Data
To test the generalized L evy walk model, we h a ve adjusted the two parameters, and l c , described in the previous section to best approximate features of an actual DNA sequence the human beta-globin DNA sequence shown in Fig. 1(a) . The resulting landscape for the generalized L evy walk model is presented in Fig.  1(c) . The comparison of F (`) for the model and DNA sequences is shown in Figs. 3a and 3b .
A more detailed scaling analysis (Figs. 3c, 3d ), considers the \local slopes" of successive points in the graphs of Figs. 3a, 3b
log`i +1 ; log`i
where`i +1 and`i are values of two subsequent data points. The local slope changes from = 0 :6 f o r 1 = 1 t o = 0 :75 for`i = 128, and stays at this value for about two decades. It eventually drops down when`i becomes too close to L since F (L L) 0 according to Eq. (2.1). This kind of scaling behavior is general for all kinds of DNA sequences that contain non-coding material. The initial monotonic increase in , h o wever, does not mean that long-range correlations do not exist. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 3d , a similar type of behavior exists in the generalized L evy walk model. Equation (6) is valid asymptotically for very large`and L and the local value of (` L) for nite values of`and L may di er considerably from its asymptotic value. The comparison of (` L) plots for human beta-globin chromosomal region (L = 73326) and a L evy walk model of the same size is made for one of the largest available (L = 315357) DNA sequences 20, 49] , that of Yeast chromosome III (see Fig. 4a ).
For any g i v en size L, i t i s p o s s i b l e t o c a l c u l a t e t h e a verage value and standard deviation of (` L) f o r t h e L evy walk model by calculating (` L)
for a large number k of statistically independent realizations of the model sequence of the size L. The data for yeast chromosome III is well within a 2 standard deviation interval (k = 15) for the generalized L evy walk model with = 2 :5, which corresponds to observed value of = 0 :75 (Fig. 4b ).
An alternative t e s t o f L evy walk structure can be made if one analyzes a \coarse-grained" version of the original DNA sequence. To this end, we ( i ) divide the entire sequence into L=w sub-sequences of equal length w, (ii) replace each sub-sequence by 1 if there is an excess of purines or by 0 if there is an excess of pyrimidines and, (iii) calculate the distribution P (s) of sizes s of long runs of ones and zeroes. These calculations for human beta-globin chromosomal region show that P (s) has a scaling region of roughly one decade, where P (s) s ; with 2:5. Our results are in good agreement with the value of the exponent = 0 :75 (see Fig. 5 ). Unfortunately, the coarse-graining process requires a long sequence (> 10 5 nucleotides) in order that the statistics for the distribution be meaningful. To date, only a few documented long sequences are available, but as longer sequences become available this renormalization test should prove t o be increasingly useful.
7 \Mosaic" Nature of DNA The key nding of this analysis is that a generalized L evy walk model can account for two hitherto unexplained features of DNA nucleotides: (i) the long-range power law correlations that extend over thousands of nucleotides in sequences containing non-coding regions (e.g., genes with introns and intergenomic sequences), and (ii) the presence within these correlated sequences of sometimes large sub-regions that correspond to biased random walks. This apparent p a r adox is resolved by the generalized L evy walk, a mechanism for generating longrange correlations (no characteristic length scale), that with nite (though rare) probability also generates large regions of uncorrelated strand bias. The uncorrelated sub-regions, therefore, are an anticipated feature of this mechanism for long-range correlations.
>From a biological viewpoint, two questions immediately arise: (i) What is the signi cance of these uncorrelated sub-regions of strand bias? and (ii) What is the molecular basis underlying the power-law statistics of the L evy walk? With respect to the rst question, we note that these long uncorrelated regions at least sometimes correspond to well-described but poorly understood sequences termed \repetitive elements", such as the LINE1 region noted above 44, 5 0 ] . There are at least 53 di erent families of such repetitive elements within the human genome. The lengths of these repetitive elements vary from 10 to 10 4 nucleotides 44]. At least some of the repetitive e l e m e n ts are believed to be remnants of messenger RNA molecules that formerly did code for proteins 50, 5 1 , 5 2 ] . Alternatively, these segments may represent retroviral sequences that have inserted themselves into the genome 53]. Our nding that these repetitive elements have the statistical properties of biased random walks (e.g., the same as that of active coding sequences) is consistent with these hypotheses.
Finally, what are the biological implications of this type of analysis? Our ndings clearly support the following possible hypothesis concerning the molecular basis for the power-law distributions of elements within DNA chains. In order to be inserted into DNA, a macromolecule should form a loop of certain length l with two ends, separated by l nucleotides along the sequence, coming close to each other in real space. The probability of nding a loop of length l inside a very long linear polymer scales as l ; 54, 5 5 ] . Theoretical estimates of made by di erent methods 55{58] using a self-avoiding random walk model 54] indicate that the value of for three-dimensional model is between 2.16 and 2.42. Our estimate made by the Rosenbluth Monte-Carlo Method 59] g a ve = 2 :22 0:05 which yields according to Eq. (6) = 0 :89, a larger value than the e ective v alue of (` L), observed in DNA of nite length. However, the asymptotic value of the exponent remains uncertain since the statistics of L evy walks converge very slowly due to rare events associated with the very long strings of constant bias that may occur in the sequence according to Eq. (3). This results in the very large error bars for (` L) for large values of`and nite length L (see Fig. 4 ). Even for the sequences of about 300K base-pairs we cannot estimate the limiting value of with good accuracy. It is clear, however, that the behavior of DNA sequences cannot be satisfactorily explained in terms of only one characteristic length scale even of about 10 3 ; 10 4 base pairs long.
The asymptotic behavior of the scaling exponent and whether it reaches some universal value for long DNA chains must await further data from the Human Genome Project.
Recently, a report appeared that con rms the existence of long-range correlations in DNA 25] . However, where Ref In contrast, the monotonically increasing local values of (l L) followed by a plateau at large l for non-coding sequences are completely explained by t h e generalized Le vy walk model presented here in terms of a crossover from an uncorrelated random walk at small length scales to a L evy walk at large length scales. The latter has well-de ned scaling with an exponent related to the exponent characterizing the power law distribution of steps of the Le vy walk. Figure 3d of the present w ork clearly demonstrates that the generalized Le vy walk model accounts for the upward curvature in the values of (l L), followed by a plateau with (l L) 2 ; =2 17, 2 7 ] .
8 \Linguistic" Analysis Long-range correlations have been found recently in human writings 60]. A novel, a piece of music or a computer program can be regarded as a onedimensionalstring of symbols. These strings can be mapped to a one-dimensional random walk model similar to the DNA walk allowing calculation of the correlation exponent . V alues of between 0.6 and 0.9 were found for various texts.
An interesting hierarchical feature of languages was found in 1949 by Zipf 61] . He observed that the frequency of words as a function of the word order decays as a power law (with a power close to ;1) for more than four orders of magnitude.
In order to adapt the Zipf analysis to DNA, the concept of word must rst be de ned. In the case of coding regions, the words are the 64 3-tuples (\triplets") which code for the amino acids, AAA, AAT, ... GGG. However for non-coding regions, the words are not known. Therefore Ref. 36] considers the word length n as a free parameter, and performs analyses not only for n = 3 but also for all values of n in the range 3 through 8. The di erent n-tuples are obtained for the DNA sequence by shifting progressively by 1 base a window of length n hence, for a DNA sequence containing L base pairs, we obtain L;n+1 di erent w ords.
The results of the Zipf analysis for all 40 DNA sequences analyzed are summarized in Ref. 36] . The averages for each category support the observation that is consistently larger for the non-coding sequences, suggesting that the non-coding sequences bear more resemblance to a natural language than the coding sequences.
Related interesting statistical measures of short-range correlations in languages are the entropy and redundancy. The redundancy is a manifestation of the exibility of the underlying code. To q u a n titatively characterize the redundancy implicit in the DNA sequence, we utilize the approach o f S h a n n o n , w h o provided a mathematically precise de nition of redundancy 62, 63]. Shannon's redundancy is de ned in terms of the entropy of a text|or, more precisely, t h e (8) which is the entropy when the text is viewed as a collection of n-tuple words. The redundancy is de ned through as R lim n!1 R(n), where R(n) 1 ; H(n)=kn (9) here k = log 2 4 = 2 .
Reference 36] calculates the Shannon n-entropy H(n) f o r n = 1 2 6. The maximum value of n for which it is possible to determine H(n) i s n = 6 | e v en for very long sequences (e.g., C. elegans, 2.2 million nucleotides)|due to the extremely slow c o n vergence to the nal value. For shorter sequences, reliable values of H(n) are obtainable only up to a value of n less than 6.
For su ciently high values of n (for example n = 4 ) , w e found that the redundancy is consistently larger for the primarily non-coding sequences. In fact, for most of the sequences consisting primarily of coding regions, we n d that R(n) is quite close to the value R(n) = 0 w h i c h w e nd for a control sequence of random numbers.
In summary, Ref. 36] nds that non-coding sequences show t wo similar statistical properties to those of both natural and arti cial languages: (a) Zipf-like scaling behavior, and (b) a non-zero value of Shannon's redundancy function R(n). These results are consistent with the possible existence of one (or more than one) structured biological languages present in non-coding DNA sequences.
It appears that linearity of a Zipf plot is generally indicative o f h i e r a r c hical ordering. For example, it is possible that a wide range of systems result in straight-line behavior when subjected to Zipf analysis 64]. An example that was the subject of some discussion at this meeting is the remarkable linearity o f the Zipf plot giving the annual sales of a company as a function of its sales rank. J.P. B o u c haud 65] nds that this plot is linear for European companies, while M.H.R. Stanley 66] nds linearity for American companies (Fig. 6) . Furthermore, M.H.R. Stanley et al. 67 ] nd a signi cant deviation from this apparent linearity a t r a n k 100, and relate this feature to the log-normal distribution of sales (the \Gibrat law").
Summary
There is a mounting body of evidence suggesting that the noncoding regions of DNA are rather special for at least two reasons:
1. They display long-range power-law correlations, as opposed to previouslybelieved exponentially-decaying correlations. 2. They display features common to hierarchically-structured languages| speci cally, a linear Zipf plot and a non-zero redundancy.
These results are consistent with the possibility that the noncoding regions of DNA are not merely \junk" but rather have a purpose. What that purpose could be is the subject of ongoing investigation. In particular, the apparent increase of with evolution 32] could provide insight.
In the event that the purpose is not profound, our results nonetheless may have important practical value since quanti able di erences between coding and noncoding regions of DNA can be used to help distinguish the coding regions 34].
